
L I N W O O D   
New for autumn 2023… 

ODYSSEY

Our new printed and colour woven velvet collection features 11 exciting designs, 

from traditional kilim patterns with an innovative, distressed feel to lighter, 

more whimsical palms and exotic birds.



Hali

The Linwood design team took 
cues from a vintage kilim rug 
when they reimagined the 
pattern on this distressed-style 
velvet, keeping the original 
proportions and colour palette. 

LF2409FR / 01 Ruby



Songbird

This printed velvet fabric, which was 
inspired by a crewelwork wall hanging, 
has an endearing, almost naive quality. 

The pattern’s traditional earth tones and 
large scale would look fantastic on 
upholstery. Subdued, yet exquisitely 
gorgeous. 

LF2410FR / 01 Sand



Bizarre

Inspired by a French tapestry in the Bizarre 
style, which was popular in Europe in the late 
17th and early 18th centuries and featured 
large, asymmetrical leaves and flowers. This 
printed velvet pattern of stylised flowers is 
true to the hue of the original. 

LF2406FR / 01 Multi



Kichana 
This printed velvet in a pleasing colour 
palette features an abstract, geometric 
pattern. Based on a Peruvian document, 
Kichana is a contemporary, 
easy-to-use pattern.

LF2412FR / 01 Paprika



Cosmic

With an ombré design and a beautiful combination of pastel and chalky colours, 
Cosmic is a welcome addition to Linwood’s expanding collection of stripes. 
It would look great as curtains or blinds, but it looks especially wonderful on 
upholstery. An adorable design that fits in every house.

LF2411FR / 01 Rainbow



Chora

This printed velvet has the feel of a traditional Turkish kilim. The formal pattern, 
which recalls architectural details, has a timeless quality. 

LF2405FR / 01 Carbon



Pisqu

There’s a rich, tactile feel to this captivating woven jacquard velvet. The design was 
inspired by a Peruvian appliqué textile, which features a pattern including two birds. 

LF2403FR / 01 Indigo



Kumo

Stylised clouds with a Japanese influence adorn this vibrant woven jacquard velvet. 
While the modest scale of this design makes it perfect for smaller upholstered pieces 
like ottomans and chairs, it would also look amazing on a sofa.

LF2402FR / 01 Flame



Kadife

This opulent patterned velvet can be used for both furniture and window treatments alike. 
This design’s appealing quality is enhanced by a touch of metallic within the pattern.
The Kadife design is available in 2 colourways:

LF2404FR / 02 Teal Gold

LF2404FR / 01 Green Gold



Samimi
Inspired by kilim panel rugs, this printed velvet has been thoughtfully 

designed to give it a worn-in appearance. 

LF2407FR / 01 Earth



Hayali
With a charming, distressed feel, this printed velvet features a classic pattern. This design’s 

rich and inviting tones make it ideal for sofas and large-scale window treatments.

LF2408FR / 01 Garnet



ODYSSEY

The printed velvets are washable, inherently FR, stain resistant and like our other 
polyester velvet prints, they are suitable for domestic and contract use.
 
The colour woven jacquard velvets are also flame retardant, dry clean only and 
suitable for domestic & contract upholstery. 

Pattern books, stock and samples available from the end of October 2023.  

linwood.com

Kumo


